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LEGAL STATEMENT & DISCLAIMER
Our company, Quaestor Solutions LLC, does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update
this paper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated
herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently
becomes inaccurate. Quaestor, its directors, employees, contractors and representatives do not
have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason of negligence,
negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information,
expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this paper.
Neither the company nor its advisors has independently verified any of the information, including
the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this paper.
Each recipient is to rely solely on their own knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment
of the matters which are the subject of this report and any information which is made available
in connection with any further enquiries and to satisfy itself as to the accuracy and
completeness of such matters.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this paper are accurate,
all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective
judgments contained in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of
the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a
representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.
Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple
risk factors including without limitation defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory
exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of complete
and accurate information. Quaestor may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in
this paper, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that Quaestor endorses, recommends
or approves any material on the linked page or accessibility from it. Such linked websites are
accessed entirely at your own risk.
Quaestor does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for
consequences of its use. This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by,
any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, country or other
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jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or
regulation.
This paper is only available via https://www.quaestor.io and may not be redistributed,
reproduced or passed on to any other person, or published in part or in whole, for any purpose,
without the prior, written consent of Quaestor. The manner of distributing this paper may be
restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons into whose possession this paper
may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By
accessing this paper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
Planned features may change based on the competitive landscape and go-to-market strategy.

INTRODUCTION
Quaestor Solutions announces the release of Quaestor Coin (asset symbol ‘QST’) as of
November 2018. The real-world value of this new token is secured and cryptographically linked
to a publicly verifiable Masternode Ecosystem.
Masternodes are the backbones of cryptocurrencies. They maintain each currency’s blockchain.
Owning a masternode can be cost prohibitive, however masternode owners are rewarded
handsomely. Quaestor Solutions has developed a system that makes masternode ownership
affordable and convenient. We introduce the Quaestor Coin which is available to the
marketplace and masternode owners, and will soon be released on open exchanges as of
November 2018. Quaestor Solutions LLC has developed a system that makes masternode
ownership affordable and convenient. You do not need to find hosting, understand Linux, pay
for utilities, or troubleshoot a myriad of problems that can occur. The Quaestor “Click It” System
answers those needs. We are also introducing our Quaestor Trading-Bot Winter 2018/2019.
This Bot will give the user complete control of earning potential in trading cryptocurrencies.
Quaestor Solutions can never access your investment capital – You have complete control of
your resources at all times. The aforementioned are the initial products and services offered.
There is much more to come as outlined in the Coin Roadmap. Now any person who owns a
home computer can own and profit from cryptocurrency with Quaestor!
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The Problem
As the cryptocurrency market continues to expand, the evolution of blockchain transaction
verification and scribing methods are rapidly changing. At the time of this writing, the two main
protocols for blockchain transaction verification and consensus, are mining nodes and
masternodes. Masternodes are the backbone of cryptocurrencies. They are computer (servers)
that form a network. Masternodes are utilized to complete unique functions in ways ordinary
nodes (miners) cannot. They can be used for features like direct send, instant transactions, or
private transactions. Masternodes maintain the cryptocurrencies blockchain.
Owning a masternode can be cost prohibitive. Buying servers, internet services, and the
electricity that powers them can be quite expensive. However, using rented space on an
available server gives you the ability to lower your costs substantially. You still need to run
programs and understand Linux, a computer operating system, which is foreign to most home
computer users. As Bitcoin and alternative cryptocurrencies move into the growth stage of
“mass adoption”, there remains very few skilled programmers to help the masses understand
how to create masternodes for themselves.
Companies around the globe desire to implement their own products and services, utilizing
smart contracts which will be centered within the masternode communities. The cost to set
these blockchain ecosystems in place will be very expensive. Obtaining control over one full
masternode will become increasingly difficult as coin values rise and more of the population
comes to understand the residual income potential. Shared masternode pools are forming to
help investors buy portions of a masternode reducing the initial investment.
While the cost to own just a portion is lowered so are the residual payouts as they will be
divided according to the percentage of ownership. Adding to the existing difficulties, scam
artists are populating the market with worthless coins and devious business tactics designed to
defraud the average newcomer out of their investment funds. Once the investor has given over
their currencies, these scam artists disappear without a trace. Finding a trustworthy and
reputable company to invest in, is becoming more difficult. Finding the right masternode to
invest in can also be equally difficult. Not all masternodes are created equally. Without
professional help, navigating the masternode selection process can an arduous and daunting
task.
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The Solution
Enter Quaestor…
Quaestor allows anyone to engage and enjoy our professionally designed and secure
masternode ecosystem. With Quaestor you can enjoy the security of a professionally designed
masternode community boasting all of the benefits of either full or partial masternode
ownership. Selecting the right masternode to invest in is something you need to take seriously,
and you should have a structured approach, as such due care and attention is vital. Quaestor
eliminates the guesswork of selecting masternodes.

COIN FUNCTIONALITY
Our team of developers has created our own proprietary blockchain using the X11 protocol,
which is 8x faster than the current state of Bitcoin (BTC) and the same that DASH uses. QST
features the following functionality:
A. 10-Year Masternode Reward Framework
Unlike most masternode coins, Quaestor Coin will feature a 10 year trajectory for payout
rewards. The Quaestor blockchain will pay out 5,315 QST daily for 3650 days. This is a
total of 19,399,750 QST. The other 600,250 QST were premined and will be utilized to
setup the originating 300 QST masternodes. These daily rewards will be shared equally
by all active masternodes on the network.
B. Coin Launch Price
Quaestor Coin (QST) will launch at a price of $3 per coin on the Coin Exchange
(www.coinexchange.io) expected in November 2018. The marketplace will then
determine the price of QST going forward.
C. QST Supply and Demand
The Quaestor Coin (QST) will only be listed on Coin Exchange for the first few months,
then we will expand to Crypto-Bridge, Cryptopia, and the Quaestor Exchange throughout
2019. Therefore, the only way to buy QST on the open market in the immediate future is
on Coin Exchange. We anticipate 1000 QST to 1500 QST available for sale at any one
time on Coin Exchange. As our Quaestor community grows, we will have a very limited
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supply of QST available and potentially a hungry demand for our coin from buyers that
want to setup QST full or shared masternodes.

D. The Quaestor Coin (QST) Wallet
We have created our unique proprietary secure wallet for the QST blockchain. Each
user will download this wallet onto their computer and they will be able to setup their full
or shared QST masternodes within the wallet itself. Our wallet will also be able to
feature the new masternode coins we create with our blockchain engine. You can
download the QST Wallet on our website at www.quaestor.io once our blockchain
launches in November.

CORE PRODUCTS & SERVICES
A. Quaestor Masternode “CLICK IT” Setup Service
Setting up masternodes can require hardcore programming skills, understanding Linux
servers, and learning how to troubleshoot quirky masternode technical environments.
Quaestor removes this barrier of entry with our masternode “CLICK IT” setup service.
Our customers will only be required to obtain the correct number of masternode coins on
the specified exchanges, download the coin wallet onto their computer and transfer the
coins into their local wallet. Once this is completed, the customer will login to their
Quaestor “CLICK IT” account and follow simple instructions to deploy their masternode.
Effectively, Quaestor makes it easy and accessible for any global crypto user to setup as
many masternodes as they desire with a few simple clicks. The “CLICK IT” setup
service brings masternodes to the mainstream masses.
Many masternode owners implement an altcoin growth strategy whereby you use your
masternode rewards to save up enough coins to start a new masternode. Over many
months and years, this can position a masternode owner to control a growing amount of
masternodes, and therefore increase their reward potential dramatically.
Every time you require to setup a new masternode, the Quaestor “CLICK IT” setup
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service will be available for easy deployment.

B. Quaestor Trading Bot
For the adventure-seeker or the individual who craves a little more daily action, we will
soon introduce the Quaestor Trading Bot in winter 2018/2019, which allows the user
complete control of their earning potential trading cryptocurrencies. Each bot customer
will keep 100% of their trading profits, and there are no minimum or maximum
requirements to the amount of bitcoin you can trade. The only limitations could be set by
the exchange itself. We charge a monthly fee to access our trading bot.
While we never offer financial advice, we teach you every nuance of the Quaestor
Trading Bot product. This allows you to set your goals, establish reasonable risk levels,
and initiate and execute trades.
Unlike other bots in the crypto space, Quaestor Solutions never has access to your
funds. You have complete control of your resources at all times. You will have the
ability to initiate a trade, pause a trade, or exit a trade altogether, anytime you want. Our
trading bot even comes with its own re-buy functionality. You will have access to our
recommendations for adjusting parameters and signals, allowing you trade like a
seasoned, professional trader.
With our proven algorithms the user is able to auto trade cryptocurrencies 24/7 with
unrivaled ease while your funds are safely in your own account on the exchange. Our
state-of-the-art trading bot software will bring crypto trading to a whole new level. You
can trade on multiple exchanges simultaneously from a single bot with many features
that have never been seen with trading bot before. We do not guarantee profits;
however, we feel our trading bot’s performance is competitive in the marketplace.
C. Quaestor Exchange
By the 3rd quarter of 2019, Quaestor will launch its own crypto currency exchange. We
are coding the exchange internally with our own developers. The goal is to attract active
crypto currency traders to trade the world’s best blue chip and masternode coins. We
will create Exchange A for blue chip cryptocurrencies and Exchange B for masternode
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coins.
Exchange A - World Leading Cryptocurrencies
The goal is to list the top 50 cryptocurrencies in the world such as Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Ripple, and EOS.
Exchange B - Masternode Coins
We will list the highest quality masternode coins in the marketplace, especially the coins
that we recommend for our “CLICK IT’ service, including DASH, PIVX, QST, POLIS,
XAP, TRTT, MANO, and many more to come.

D. Quaestor Masternode Blockchain Engine
With the goal of being the mother of highly credible, vetted, and world-class blockchain
projects, Quaestor will carefully select the best-of-the-best clients and create new
masternode coins. The selected blockchain projects must solve a major pain point in the
world. The masternode coins we create with the Quaestor blockchain engine brand will
become synonymous with creativity, great utility and trust, backed by management
teams that are professional and dedicated for the long term.
We are aiming to launch only a handful of quality projects per year. The benefits for the
new masternode coin and the Quaestor coin are vast. Any new coin we create will have
access to our secured wallet, our Quaestor exchange, and our robust community within
Quaestor will support the new coin launch. This will dramatically help with our innovative
limited supply vs growing demand equation with daily masternode rewards formula. For
selected projects, there will be a upfront fee and premined coin agreement required to
begin.

E. Quaestor Marketplace - User Adoption Strategy for QST
This is one of the most important sections of our Quaestor Whitepaper. It is extremely
important that as we setup our primary QST masternode users throughout 2019, that we
establish our QST integration strategy to build usability of our coin.
The biggest questions surrounding a new cryptocurrency, especially for outsiders and
newbies to the space is the looking question: What can I do with the coins?
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Then once you own QUAESTOR (QST) coins, what do you actually do with them
besides setting up full or shared masternodes?  Quaestor sees QST as far more than a
medium of exchange - but rather an integral part of a growing ecosystem for buying and
selling goods and services.
Enter our Quaestor Marketplace.
Imagine sipping on a latte at your neighborhood coffee house, munching on a sub
sandwich at your favorite bistro, purchasing a brand-new-state-of-the-art laptop, or
paying your bills and sending money peer to peer; the possibilities are endless. One
measure of success of a cryptocurrency is the coin holder’s ability to spend it on goods
or services. The Quaestor marketplace opens this year.
We will launch of our first product in the marketplace in December 2018. This retailer
will accept Quaestor Coins in exchange for their product. Quaestor will continue the
pursuit of acquiring more online and offline retailers that will accept our cryptocurrency.
Examples include travel, computers, fashion, event tickets, food products, pay-per-view
streaming, health products, CBD oil, and many more. Following our culture of innovating
the crypto and masternode space, we will implement our own tactics for expanding the
Quaestor marketplace globally. We will unveil this strategy to our community in
segments over time.
The Quaestor Virtual Reality Mall
In the future we will launch our own online virtual reality mall that will allow your avatar to
walk around and go into shops to purchase everything using Quaestor Coin.
Actively seeking retailers that accept Quaestor Coin (QST)
If you are connected with any retailers, shopping portals, communities or networks that
would be interested in accepting the Quaestor Coin, we are excited to speak with you.
Please let us know at support@quaestor.io.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TICKER

QST

ALGORITHM

X11

RPCPORT

9999

P2PPORT

8082

REWARD

7.3819444

TEST NET RPCPORT

8888

TEST NET P2PPORT

8081

DIFFICULTY ALGORITHM

DARK GRAVITY WAVE 2.0

BLOCK SIZE

2MB

BLOCK TIME

2 MINUTES

MASTERNODE CONFIRMATIONS

15

MASTERNODE COLLATERAL

2000 QST

GOVERNANCE FEE

5

GOVERNANCE MINIMUM QUORUM

10

COIN TYPE

POW

MAX COIN SUPPLY

20,000,000 QST (20 MILLION)

PREMINED COINS

3% OR 600,250 QST

DECIMAL POINTS

8
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Co-Founder of
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Chief Technology Officer
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(DENMARK)
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Blockchain Advisor

Blockchain Advisor

Blockchain Advisor
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ROADMAP
DATE

TASK

PROGRESS

AUGUST 2017

CONCEPT INCEPTION

COMPLETE

JANUARY 2018

DEVELOPMENT TEAM HIRED

COMPLETE

MAY 2018

ASSEMBLED PROJECT TEAM

COMPLETE

JULY 2018

QST ON TELEGRAM + FACEBOOK

COMPLETE

AUGUST 2018

QST WEBSITE LAUNCHED

COMPLETE

AUGUST 2018

ASSEMBLED PREMINED QST FOUNDERS

COMPLETE

SEPTEMBER 2018

LAUNCH QST MASTERNODE SETUP SERVICE

COMPLETE

NOVEMBER 2018

LAUNCH QST COIN, WALLET + MASTER NODE

IN PROGRESS

NOVEMBER 2018

LIST QST ON WWW.COINEXCHANGE.IO

COMING SOON

DECEMBER 2018

LAUNCH 1ST PRODUCT IN MARKETPLACE

COMING SOON

DECEMBER 2018

ADD NEW RECOMMENDED COINS TO “CLICK IT”

ONGOING

FEBRUARY 2019

LAUNCH QST TRADING BOT

TO BE ANNOUNCED

MARCH 2019

LIST QST ON CRYPTO-BRIDGE EXCHANGE

TO BE ANNOUNCED

JUNE 2019

LIST QST ON CRYPTOPIA EXCHANGE

TO BE ANNOUNCED

NOVEMBER 2019

LAUNCH QUAESTOR EXCHANGE

TO BE ANNOUNCED

DECEMBER 2019

LAUNCH 1ST COIN WITH QST ENGINE

TO BE ANNOUNCED

FEBRUARY 2020

MOVE QST SOLUTIONS ONTO BLOCKCHAIN

TO BE ANNOUNCED

MARCH 2020

CONTINUE DEVELOPING MARKETPLACE

TO BE ANNOUNCED
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS)
1. When will Quaestor Coin (QST) be listed on an exchange?
Answer: November 2018
2. What is the first exchange will Quaestor Coin be listed on?
Answer: Coin Exchange (www.coinexchange.io)
3. What is the total Quaestor Coin (QST) coin supply?
Answer:  20,000,000 QST
4. How many QST were premined?
Answer: 3% or 600,000 QST
5. How many masternodes will Quaestor blockchain start with?
Answer:  300 QST masternodes
6. How long will the Quaestor blockchain payout masternode rewards?
Answer:  5315 QST per day for 3650 days
7. Where can I download the Quaestor coin (QST) wallet?
Answer: Once available approximately Nov 10, 2018 on www.quaestor.io
8. How many QST do you need to setup a full QST masternode?
Answer:  2000 QST
9. How many QST do you need to participate with 1% of a shared QST masternode?
Answer: 20 QST, and your QST will be locked in your wallet for 1 year
10. How do I setup a QST masternode or Shared QST masternode?
Answer: Purchase 1 MN Setup or fractional MN Setup from Quaestor
11. Where can I buy or sell QST?
Answer: On our first exchange called Coin Exchange starting mid to end Nov 2018
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REACH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
QUAESTOR SOLUTION FACEBOOK PAGE
https://www.facebook.com/quaestorsolution/
QUAESTOR COIN TELEGRAM
https://t.me/quaestorcoin
QUAESTOR COIN WHATSAPP
https://chat.whatsapp.com/A7hwyllYSdc8FWPV3FUCOM
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We would like to thank everyone that has added value to our project, especially our growing and
thriving community. We could not do this without you, so please know, you are greatly
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In particular, we thank our in-house Blockchain developers, technical support, video makers,
marketing experts, community managers, writers, client support, and our legal and accounting
department; you are all extraordinary, amazing people!
There are many moving parts required in our path to create a world class crypto currency &
masternode company. We cannot adequately express our gratitude and thankfulness for each
of you.
We look forward to creating this powerful vision with our entire global family.
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